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ON CERTAIN CLASS OF UNITARIZABLE REPRESENTATIONS OP THE LIE 
ALGEBRA t£(n <j) 
Ivlolev A.I. 
INTRODUCTION. T. Enright, R. Howe and N. Wallach [23 
have given a complete classification of the unitary highest 
weight modules for Hermitian symmetric pairs. The highest 
weight modules are a special case of the Enright-Varadarajan 
modules C3l» In the present paper we formulate the theorem, 
which describes certain subclass of the unitarizable Enright 
-Varadarajan modules for the Lie algebra u (p,q). For these 
modules we construct the ortonormal bases of Gelfand-Tsetlin 
type. It turns out the unitarizable representations of u 
(p,q) which had been received by I.M. Gelfand and M.I.Graev 
in L43 belong to this subclass (see Theorem 2 below). 
We recall nov. the definition of the Enright-Varadarajan 
modules for u (p,q) (see L1,33 )• Let M = wlC1^* O 
be the Lie algebra of all complex n by n matrices, where 
n = p + q; k =- <%t('/>, C) © <%£(%, &'J be the 
obvious subalgebra of GV . 
The standard, matrix units g- , I, I = 1,..., n, form 
a basis of O/. with the following relations: 
\~ j m.J j , ^ nt J 
Consider the usual.triangular decomposition of 
i - *" © / © A+. 
Let A and A c denote the roots of C ̂ ' , j , ) 
and C A, j ) respectively. Put A n = A ^ A C m 
The elements of A c and A ^ are called compact and. 
noncompact roots respectively. We choose the positive com-
This paper is in final form and no version, of it will be 
submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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pact roots A c C A ^ determined by the triangular decom-
position of -#, • ̂-e"t /V C Zl be an arbitrary system of 
positive roots, such that A^~ c A"*~ . Put A = A^~\ A"*"* 
P -=- — "z oc p = - L 2 : oC 
** d€A± ^ *£&+ 
c-. n. 
$ =S*--Sn,-
Let { £i £ f be the basis of > which is 
dual to { 8* , € u 7 .We shall consider a real 
«- f > • • • * Y\ J 
span of i ̂  , . . . , f^ ĵ  , it will be identified withKn. 
The brackets ( , ) denote the standard inner product in JR . 
For N € R let V0 (̂  ) denote the Verma module 
for K, relative to ^ c and V ( N ) denote the Verma 
module for <H, relative to — ^ 0 A . Here t^0 is 
the element of the Weyl group Wc for A c , which has the 
maximal length. 
If * * - ( * . . , . . . . ^ a ) e R is 
A~t" - dominant integral (that is A • — \ • £ "F t 
for all I ^ p ) we set 
*>*• A = ^ * ( A + J > C ) - J > C . 
PROPOSITION (see L1] )• There exists the unique (up to 
isomorphism) Of, - module M ( A ) , which contains V0 
( X ), is generated, by V0( X ) and has the following two 
properties: 
1) If -x: € M(A) , U~€\J(4r) and ux = 0 then 
either u = 0 or x = 0. 
2) The submodule of M(A J which is generated by V0 
( &0 • A ) is equivalent to V ( UJ * \ ). 
DEFINITION. The Enright-Varadarajan module D CA) is 
the simple factor of M C A ) (In £1,3] J) ( A ) is deno-
ted by $p$\ ,where P r ^
+ ). 
The author thanks G.I. Olshanskii, A.A. Kirillov, 
D.P. Zhelobenko, V.N. Tolstoi, S.M. Khoroshkin for a useful 
discussion. 
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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
A QJ -module L is called unitarizable if it ad.-
raits a positive definite u (p,q)-invariant Hermitien form. 
The Lie algebra u(p,q) is considered as a real form of 0/ . 
Suppose now /y contains at most two noncompact 
simple roots. 
THEOREM 1. The module T)(A) is unitarizable if and. 
only if for every noncompact simple root ft1 the following 
condition holds: £^+P , -ft) =̂- ttxQ^c { a f>\ or 
C A-fJ> , - &) is an integer and C A+JD , - fc1 ) -̂  CL+ o -£ : 
0 ma-K^J} <*+&-£ (A+j>,--*0 
where for I - f - k~£ and ** - £ £ - %k 
a = card {S \ £ ± S ± I , As= AL } 
b = card { 5 I k *S £ H ^ ) s = Ak} 
and for » — £u ~ ^i 
a = card { S \ L 4 ST < f> s *s = ^i} 
b = card { S I f>< £ 4 k ^ As = m Ak} m 
We remark that the discrete series representations cor-
respond to those A , for which (A+J* , — " J < 0 for 
every noncompact simple root o 
If theie is only one simple noncompact root then DC\) 
is a highest weight module. For this case the proof is con-
tained in E 2,7.3 • 
The module DC*' is called non-degenerate if for every 
noncompact simple root () we have C A+J* > — 0) ^ 
wax { a, 6} . 
Each unitarizable representation of u(p,q) which had. 
been constructed by I.M. Gelfand and M.I. Graev (see C4J ) 
is determined by the set of integers ̂ ^y/t >-.. > Hi nn,J, where 
Wt-irt,̂  ""• *• '̂ int J and by t-1® pair Coi, ̂ /->) , where °C 
and ^ are nonnegative integers, such that P = c(.-M& 
For these ot and ^ we fix now A - ^^.4 chosen 
by the following way: 
8^-£ k e A
4" for 1 *: i^d and P <r K*->L 
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,-Һ 
and Sk ~ &i € A for d <C L £ p and f> < k <tt . 
THEOREM 2. The Gelfand.-Graev representation with the 
parameters ( m ^ ̂  . . . ̂  ^ntv^
 and °̂̂ » ,A^ i s equivalent 
' f 
IfL > I F i l l , - ' ' , -
to Enright-Varadarajan module JJCAJ v/ith A = A"^ 
where 
+ % for 
#£.• , ^ - Qf f or 
Ł ś i ± cL 
'H'i-j&jtL-d+fi for p * i £tL 
As i t follows from Theorem 2, a l l Gelfand-Graev repre­
sentations belong to the d i screte s e r i e s . 
Let us fix A € (R, where A^ — A^ €. 1 £ ^ for £^£> . 
A pattern A (of Gelfand-Tsetlin-Graev type) defined as a 
table of rea l numbers: 
where the upper row coincides with A and a —^ b means 
a-b £ ^+ 
Put f*ikmhP~i' f o r l-&L*el± k>f> 
V'iK r- y^lk + K+4-i for f> <£ i^ k ^h. 
*ik + k - I* in other cases. 
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Let ©,<. =1 for K± f> and Op = -1 . 
THEOREM 3. Any non-degenerate mod.ule 3) (A) admits an 
ortonormal basis { ̂ A*V » which is parameterized, by 
all patterns J\ , such that 
k-1 к-м 
eK * -ri-fi 
k-ł-1 Л Г=1 . п. (\-0(i-</*)У^ 
i ч . i П 
k-i * + l 
ДfeC-адfe-O 
e £ =ølИ — — -l t 
*?л " Д * ñ(L<-±)(ІЛ)JҺ 
where Jv i x̂/d is the table, obtained from J\- by 
replacing A ^ by A
t
^ dt X. 
An analogous theorem holds for the remaining unitari-
zable modules D C A ) . Here the ortonormal basis is para-
meterized, by a certain part of the patterns -A- . The 
matrix elements of generators of Of are given by similar 
formulae. For highest weight modules D ( A } such a theorem 
is contained in L6] . 
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2. OUTLINE OP THE PROOF 
The main tool of the proof of the theorems is Mickelsson 
% - algebras £83 . Let % ^ ^ ^ ^) and 
be the triangular decomposition of ^^ . Consider the 
following natural inclusions 
In place of the universal enveloping algebra \J C^f^j 
we consider its extension h 
where rV-^J is the field, of fractions of the commuta-
tive algebra v(jn~) • Le* M be "the quotient module 
of \J'(%n) by the left ideal ^ ' ( ^ n ^ ^ t • Put 
The space 3L — ^ ̂  ̂ ( ^fp)
 is an algebra over the 
field vl* . It is called, (extended) Mickelsson algebra 
(see £83 ). This algebra is generated by elements "H^ . 2^ 
and e £ , where , . , 
Ak J-^k , *L •*- *L * 
i^L^p<.k<lv; f><to£*LI h*±k and P i s 
the extremal projection for ^Vp C8] . These elements 
satisfy the following relations. 
LEMMA 1 . If i- ̂  i, j ±/> and /> * *, *» < h 
^-zJ = z^ -z1 +. H,S-zC —, 1— for I* j 
k>» **.*k^ *k *>» kc -At
 d ' 
k hi hf k & k i ' * . 
Z. 2 . = H. 2 ; - 2 . 2 . 7 T for ^ ̂  ; L J J *> L </ hL- hj <J J 
; hi hi £ 
" 2 ^ 2 . = Z . 2 ^ for ^ V / 
where __ , 
± P, L i - k ± l i> ci CT i t c -= n - i — i — ; 4-=. , * > hre'+P-i 
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MOГЄOVЄГ f 0 Г P <*t, ѓrkt 
C» Í .< З - S Ї - І . L V , « : > - Ä г * 
We shall give the definition of the modules D(\) by 
using Mickelsson 36 -algebra. Put 
where l ^ l ^ P - t k ^ n . and 
where [>**,>»&*.. * 
Then ,S^ ̂  ,S\ can be regarded as elements ot\T(^n^) . 
Let ^ A /
/
6 \ ) = U ^
A t
) / 2 ^ w h e r e T\ is the 
left ideal generated by the following elements: 
e J - A L for *-/,*,..., * 
. €7 for £ i - £ • € A ^ 
^ * for ^ - £ ; e A + and 
£** for / 5 < ^ ^ ^ , 
LEMMA 2 . The module M'(\)±3 equivalent to M(\) 
( see I n t r o d u c t i o n ) . 
One can see t h a t M (AJ admits a £¥ - i n v a r i a n t 
Hermit ian form E->\ and the Enright-Varadarajan module 
D(\) i s a f a c t o r of Mf(\) . 
;D(A)= M'(\) / texBx . 
The scheme of the proof of Theorem 1 is as follows: if 
the weight A doesn't satisfy the conditions of-the 
Theorem 1, one can find a non-zero vector *W €. M ( \ ) f 
such that &\ (^ V) < 0 ; if the weight A satisfies 
them we give an explicit construction of J)(\) by using 
the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis (Theorem 3). This construction is 
quite similar to the construction of the Gelfand-Tsetlin 
basis for the finite-dimensional representations of 
Q/#(n, (D) (see, for example £5,9.3 ). Here one use a cal-
culations in the Mickelsson algebra (Lemma 1). But instead 
of the chain of the Lie algebras it is useful to take one of 
the Mickelsson algebras: 
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The proof of the Theorem 2 follows from the explicit ac-
cordance between the patterns jV QX1^i Gelfand-Graev 
schemes. 
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